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D e l i g h t  M i n i s t r i e s

Why Delight?

/delightministry/ @delightministry @delightministries

God used delight to reveal my passions and empower me in my purpose. Now I’m able to lead other 
college women in doing the same.”
- Bryson, Missouri State University Graduate

/delightcollege/

MacKenzie Wilson (Mac) and MacKenzie Baker (Kenz) are
entrepreneurs, podcasters, authors, and the founders of Delight
Ministries, an organization that empowers, educates and provides a
community for college women across the United States. Delight
Ministries is on a mission to invite college women into a Christ-
centered community that fosters vulnerability and transforms lives.
Driven by the power of stories to move, inspire, and change, Delight’s
curriculum and semester-phased book series merge real accounts on
relevant topics with scripture and thoughtful questions to inspire
conversation, complemented by an app encouraging further
engagement. Today Delight Ministries has supported the launch of
chapters on 140 college campuses nationwide and in the United
Kingdom and Uganda, enriching the lives of thousands of members
with deep friendships forged through open, honest, and vulnerable
conversations.

• Mac and Kenz founded Delight Ministries after the Bible study group they started to support new college students 
quickly grew. The organization has launched 140 chapters across the nation and in the United Kingdom and Uganda.

• Delight has grown to become a fresh and fun resource creating communities that are transforming young women across 
the country.

• Mac and Kenz developed a newly launched interactive Discover Your Dating Personality Quiz designed to help users 
identify the way they approach dating and relationships and get clarity for relationships and ideas for growth and 
change. 

• The non-profit founders co-developed a curriculum focusing on the relevant issues affecting college women and 
featuring real stories from women who dealt with those issues.

• “For the Girl” is one of the Delight books, featuring ten stories related to dating relationships in college, a topic in such
demand it inspired the organization’s five-stop “For the Girl Tour,” in 2018 and the “For the Girl Tour 2.0” tour in 2019 
connecting neighboring chapters from different schools with stops at eight additional campuses. The success of the book 
and tour inspired the development of an interactive dating quiz and the launch of the “For the Girl” podcast featuring 
Mac and Kenz as they talk about all things relationships, faith, and a variety of other topics for college girls.

• Mac and Kenz have recently published “How to Prepare for Your Love Story,” a devotional workbook guiding young 
women in stopping the obsession over relationships and focusing instead on preparing their own hearts. 



M a c  &  K e n z

Mac and Kenz can discuss a variety of timely, relevant and interesting topics, including:

MacKenzie Wilson and Mackenzie Baker don’t just share a name
but also a mission to help women fellowship around the idea of
vulnerably sharing God’s work in everyday life. This passion drove
them to start a bible study they name Delight as sophomores in
college. They quickly realized they had resonated with a felt need
by many as Delight quickly outgrew their campus and multiplied
on surround college campuses. Now the two women serve as co-
founders of Delight Ministries which has supported the launch of
over 140 chapters nationwide and in the United Kingdom and
Uganda. This ministry is still driven by the power of stories to
move, inspire, and transform. Delight’s curriculum and semester-
phased book series merge real stories about relevant topics with
scripture and thoughtful questions to inspire conversation,
complemented by an app encouraging further engagement.

• The powerful way a safe community supports deep, transformative relationships 

• Today’s obsession over relationships and the need for young women to balance dating with a focus on their own 
hearts 

• How the vision for Delight Ministries became the organization it is today

• Embarking on a calling backed only by faith 

• The most prevalent issues facing college women today and how vulnerability through open, honest conversations 
create freedom from those issues

• The power of community in transforming lives

• The challenges of launching a non-profit organization and running a company, learning through trial and error

• How we best understand ourselves when we understand the One who created us

• What we can each be doing in the season we are in to grow into the women God has called and equipped us to be
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Delight has stretched me outside of my comfort 
zone to witness first hand the acceptance and 
love of Jesus Christ through vulnerable 
community.”
- Haley, Lipscomb University, Senior

Through Delight I found friends that pointed 
me toward Jesus, I found a place where my 
burdens were not my own, I found my 
community, I found Christ.”
- Anonymous

@macleighwilson @mackenzieraebaker



S p e a k e r  B o o k i n g  F e e s
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@macleighwilson @mackenzieraebaker

MacKenzie Wilson (Mac) is the Executive Director of 
Strategy and Spiritual Development and Co-Founder of 
Delight Ministries, a national college women’s ministry. Mac 
co-founded this woman based Bible study with fellow Belmont 
student MacKenzie Baker. By graduation, the duo was 
committed to getting Delight chapters on every college 
campus. And they are doing just that, Delight 140 chapters 
across the nation and in the United Kingdom and Uganda. 
When Mac is not at her computer or traveling for work, she 
can be found boxing at her local gym, trying new restaurants 
in her hometown of Nashville, TN or spending time with her 
family.

MacKenzie Baker (Kenz) serves as the Executive Director of 
Staff and Program Development and Co-founder of Delight 
Ministries. Kenz and fellow Belmont student MacKenzie
Wilson sought out to fill a need with a Bible study centered 
around the idea of vulnerably sharing God’s work in everyday 
life. This Bible study has now turned into a full-time ministry 
serving women on over 140 campuses across the United States 
and in Now, this Bible study they started during their 
sophomore year of college is changing the United Kingdom 
and Uganda. When Kenz is not at her computer or traveling 
for work, she can be found on long runs with her very large 
pup, hanging out with girlfriends, or serving at her local 
church.

2019 Speaker Booking Fees
Local Event 

Half Day Rate
Local Event 

Full Day Rate
Travel Event 

Half Day Rate
Travel Event 
Full Day Rate

$500 $1,000 $1,500 + travel $2,500 + travel

Founders, MacKenzie Wilson and MacKenzie Baker, love speaking to all different types of people, 
especially young women! With great onstage chemistry, they enjoy sharing about the ways that 

God has moved in their lives both personally and through Delight. They would love to be a part of 
your next event, workshop, conference, meeting, etc! 


